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Habitat



Great blue herons have two habitats. One is 
saltwater. 



Great Blue Herons have two different 
habitats one is fresh water. 



Diet



The great blue heron can swallow a 
big fish in one gulp.



Great blue herons They almost eat everything!



Great blue herons swallow other birds.



Nest/Egg Facts



The Male gathers sticks and  gives  it to the  
female  and she  makes the nest .



Great blue heron eggs are pale blue and 
they fade a little with age.



Appearance



 When they are trying to get fish they bend their long 
necks and get the fish to eat. They also rip it apart with 
their dagger shaped beaks.



When Great Blue Herons are in 
flight they curl their necks into a 
S shape.



The great blue heron has wings that are broad and 
rounded and long legs.



Behavior



Great blue herons when they fly in the nest 
they stand  completely still. They never 
move.



When the Great Blue Heron flies they tuck in their 
necks, their legs are behind them, and their wings are 
slow.



Hunting great blue herons wade into water rather 
slowly then stand still eating fish in shallow water.



Conservation



Cars and factories are polluting the air.  



There is mercury getting in the water and that is poisoning the fish.  When 
they get the fish to eat  the fish is poisoned so when they eat the fish it 

poisoned them. So that is why we are losing the Great Blue Herons.    



Other Interesting Facts



Great blue herons are also found in a white 
form, and called the Great White Heron.



 Great blue herons have feathers that will 
not stop growing.
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